Elk Robin
October 6, 2014 New Mexico
Matthew 19:26
"With man this is impossible, but with God all things are possible."
Robin and Jake, the son of my hunting partner, Jason, drew cow tags together.
This would be Jake’s (age 8) first hunt and Robin’s (age 10) first elk hunt.
Prior to the hunt, an acquaintance of Jason’s had graciously offered to host us at
his rustic hunting cabin, located in the heart of the unit. While it had no
electricity, it was tidy, with indoor plumbing, a land line telephone, a woodstove
and a propane-powered kitchen.
We didn’t quite know what to expect, but Jason and I made a scouting trip during
late August and found elk and plentiful sign everywhere we looked. At the same
time we had the opportunity to get to know our host, Paul, and his good friend
Gordon, and compare notes and report on our sightings to do our best to help
Gordon on his upcoming archery bull hunt.
During our trip it quickly became apparent that this hunting camp would be very
different from our typical bivy trips. Paul was an early riser and loved to cook: the
first morning we awoke to the tantalizing aroma of platters heaped with
pancakes, bacon and eggs. Whoa, talk about being spoiled - we had planned on
freeze dried meals!
When we returned at midday to compare notes, Paul had a platter full of
sandwiches awaiting us. We shared our sighting of a bull and cows, plus a fierycolored horned lizard AKA “horny toad” that looked like a dragon.
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After catching up and enjoying lunch, we set out to explore other areas that Paul
and Gordon recommended. When Jason and I dragged in well after dark; having
been pinned down by a herd of elk far from the truck and laying low so as not to
spook them, we were greeted by Paul with “It’s about time, macaroni and
cheese, along with javelina and elk backstraps are on the table getting cold!”
It was unreal: for the first time, we feared GAINING weight on a hunt. I later told
Robin about Paul’s phenomenal mac & cheese, and she couldn’t wait for the trip!
The season was upon us before we knew it and we hit the road. Jason & Jake
had a slight head start, and Robin and I wanted to check out a spring I had
identified via digital sleuthing, plus retrieve a game cam that we had left on a trail
during the prior scouting trip.
This hunt would be a step up for Robin: hunting elk in a mountainous forest is a
lot different than pronghorn on the open prairie. I threw her right into the fire by
pulling into our parking area at dusk, grabbing our headlamps, and leading her to
the game camera, which was about ½ mile from the road. Along the way we
began to hear bulls bugling farther up the valley, which was the first time Robin
had ever heard an elk symphony. The moon was full and bright, so I didn’t
bother to break out the lights. Robin was surprised and a little spooked as we
traveled without them, but I held her hand and she gradually became more
relaxed. We must have heard over 50-bugles during our nighttime hike, plus an
unknown bird and hoots from a great horned owl. I was able to teach her that
given time to adjust away from artificial light, our eyes can see quite well by
moonlight. Nighttime hikes are a huge part of our hunting success, and I have
come to enjoy traveling under the cover of darkness: it was time to share that
with Robin.
We completed our nighttime loop without incident and arrived at Paul’s cabin to
join the crew and make plans for opening morning. On this hunt I made a
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concerted effort to involve Robin in the decision making. After all, this was her
hunt and she now had two successful pronghorn hunts under her belt. I
continually asked her for input when it came to what she wanted to do and where
she wanted to go.
Having much more experience, I certainly offered
recommendations, but when it came time for a decision such as whether to sit
and wait, or hike and look for elk, I left the final decision up to her. Throughout
this hunt Robin developed into much more than just a kiddo guided by daddy:
she became a partner capable of adding value to process. She is a fast learner
and picked up on numerous things like checking wind direction, identifying the
direction of bugles, picking the best routes through the forest, keeping track of
the direction the truck was parked, and much more.
Jason and Jake chose to hunt in a particular valley we had scouted, while Robin
and I decided to sit at the spring near our previous evening sortie. After her
successful pronghorn hunt, Robin wanted to try her crossbow for elk, but
recognized that would mean an ambush at water or trails due to its limited range,
and the additional effort involved in preparation for a shot.
Although the season was 5-days, Saturday through Wednesday, our plan was to
hunt the weekend and then head back to school. We had agreed that due to
limited hunting time, Robin would be ready to switch over to rifle fairly quickly.
We arrived at the spring and nearby wallow a little after daylight and studied the
area for potential ambush locations. Suddenly I spotted a spike bull on the hill
close behind us. Although not legal, it was a shame that we had spooked him. I
caught a glimpse of another elk higher on the hill, but couldn’t tell whether it was
a bull or cow.
We quickly settled into a small grove of trees and cleared all of the debris from
the ground so that we could comfortably and quietly react to any shot opportunity
that might arise. As we waited, faint bugles drifted to our ears. They were far
enough away that we could only make out the high-pitched flute-like portion of
the bugle spectrum and Robin remarked that she hoped to get close enough to
hear the low growling grunts that make up a large part of typical bull bugles like
she had heard on television. Throughout the hunt, each time one of us would
hear a bugle, we’d point out its direction, knowing that the bulls would be in the
vicinity of cows.
We kept quiet; conversing only in whispers, but no elk came our way. I had
carried both Robin’s crossbow and rifle this first morning, so with the sun fully up
and the sound of bugles fading to the south of us, I suggested that we try to stalk
one with her rifle, to which Robin agreed.
We packed our gear and stealthily crept through the timber, all the while keeping
a sharp eye out for elk. Despite our seriousness, we noted interesting things all
around us, including some huge mushrooms growing on a tree.
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Suddenly I spotted a cow below us and feeding away. We sprang into action,
donned earplugs, chambered a round in Robin’s .243 and checked the safety.
Our position above the cow was great, but the jungle of brush and trees made it
hard to keep her in view. We carefully stalked along a well-worn elk trail above
her, but unfortunately never saw her again.
We finally resigned ourselves to the fact that the cow had pulled a fast one on us,
so continued along the elk trail in hopes of crossing paths with another. Despite
fresh sign in the form of tracks and droppings, we didn’t see any other elk that
morning.
We took a brief snack break and shed some extra layers of clothing on an old
logging road. Robin noted a large log with a section on the end that had been
cut nearly through by a chainsaw. I have no idea how she discovered it, but
when she pounded on the end, it vibrated and sounded like a drum! We laughed
at her antics and I shot a quick video of the unique instrument.
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On our descent to the truck we came across a mule deer doe feeding only 60yards away. If it would have been an elk Robin would have been in business.
Instead we quietly watched as she fed off. I explained to Robin that it pays to
always keep quiet and scan for animals, even when hiking to the truck.
We also came across other interesting trees for candid photos, like this fireburned trunk and natural archway.
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We returned to the cabin for lunch and compared notes with Jason and Jake.
They had been surprised by a group of cow elk that appeared less than 60-yards
in front of them, but had been betrayed by the wind before having time to react.
We discussed options for the evening and decided to stick together and explore
another area with help from Paul, Gordon and Gordon’s son Canyon. We drove
to the area and glassed for elk from high points.
The crew located a good bull and his small harem of cows on an adjacent hillside
right off the bat. Problem was they were over 400-yards away; deemed much
too far to shoot. We looked over a few more hills and valleys, but decided to take
the kiddos to the head of the ridge the elk were on for a stalk, since they
appeared to be our only option.
What had appeared fairly easy from afar turned out to be pretty difficult. The
ground was extremely rocky and rough, with grass concealing treacherous
footing. We stumbled and slipped and our stalk was anything but silent.
Additionally, the wind direction was marginal, which required a wide detour in
order to keep our scent away from the elk.
Although our friends later indicated that the elk appeared to have passed within
just a hundred yards of us, we never saw them and after receiving the hand
signal “stalk blown, call it quits” the uphill return to the trucks made for a long
disheartening trudge.
The stalk took much longer than anticipated, so we began rolling out of the area
with very little daylight remaining. On a far hillside we spotted a small group of
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elk from our final glassing point. Our friends knew of a road that would bring us
within striking distance, so we blasted off for a last-minute attempt.
With daylight fading we didn’t have the luxury to stalk carefully, and threw caution
to the wind and beat feet. We crashed through knee high scrub oak as we
scrambled to reach a vantage from which to relocate the elk. Unfortunately the
elk spotted us at about the same time we saw them and we were pinned down at
250-yards with no way to close the distance. We quickly discussed options,
realizing that the range was pushing what was realistic for the kids. Before we
had time to decide one way or another, the elk made the decision it for us and
nervously began to meander off. I cow called and stopped them at 270 yards
broadside, which gave us a brief window of opportunity, but we didn’t feel good
about it. We were thankful for the brief excitement and retreated to the trucks.
As we walked Robin confided to me “Dad, I could have made that shot”.
Honestly I’m not sure, but with confidence like that I’m betting she could have.
None the less, I explained that it was too far; daylight was waning so it would be
difficult to aim and even more difficult to search for evidence of a hit after a shot,
and finally that it was awkward because we didn’t have time to discuss whether
she, Jake or both should take a shot and we didn’t want to be selfish.
When we arrived at the cabin I recommended that Robin assist Chef Paul in
preparing her specialty dish of breaded Alaskan halibut, which we had caught
earlier in the summer, along with Paul’s oven baked macaroni and cheese. Talk
about a mouthwatering meal!
While the cooks worked their magic in the kitchen, we discussed options for the
following morning. Jason and I agreed that our group of 4 made it tough to hunt
and stalk effectively, and that it made more sense to separate.
Jason and Jake decided to go back to where they had the close call the first
morning. Robin and I decided to hike directly from the cabin to an area where
Paul had found elk in the past. Canyon volunteered to lead us, since it would
entail following a route via headlamp into an area we’d never been to before.
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Morning came all too early and with a fist bump we bade Jake good luck and
began our hike. The morning was silent and Canyon set a brisk pace along a
climb that he was familiar with. We bumped a couple of glowing-eyed mule deer
along the way. Soon we arrived at the bottom of a secluded meadow and
carefully glassed in the dim light of pre-dawn. Although the meadow was an
ideal spot for elk to feed, it was empty, so we continued to climb toward a ridge
where Canyon believed elk might travel.
Suddenly a bugle rang out from far behind us. We paused to assess the
situation and discuss options. It sounded quite distant, but the next bugle was
closer and we thought it might have come from the ridge on the other side of the
meadow we had just been in. Robin was game for going toward the bull, as this
time of year where there are bulls, there are usually cows. We retraced our
steps, rapidly losing the altitude we had just dearly paid for.
Arriving back in nearly the same position we had been 30-minutes prior, the bull
bugled much closer; just above us on the opposite ridge. A challenge bugle from
a rival bull rang out to our right and the first bull screamed back angrily. Robin
got her wish: the bulls were only about 100-yards away and we were treated to a
serenade of grunts, groans, chuckles and screams that ran the gamut of bull elk
sounds! Over the course of 30-minutes I’d venture to guess that Robin got to
hear a hundred bugles – elk hunting just doesn’t get any better.
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The wind was perfect for us to approach what sounded like the herd bull, so we
crept forward. Suddenly we saw movement! But it was only a small flock of
turkeys scampering through the brush. I picked apart the forest with my binos
and caught a flash of tan – the bull was slipping through the trees just ahead of
us. If he had any cows, we were certainly within range.
I quickly motioned for Robin and Canyon to come to a small opening where we
could set up the shooting sticks and cover a gap in the timber above us through
which the elk would likely pass. We donned earplugs and got Robin set up, then
Canyon and I glassed for movement.
Soon we saw a cow approaching Robin’s shooting window and I whispered for
her to get ready. A cow angled through the gap in the trees too quickly for Robin
to shoot. Then another fed into the gap and provided ample time for Robin to
take aim and fire!

The cow bucked and sprang out of view. It appeared that Robin had connected,
but neither Canyon nor I was able to tell where she had hit or if the shot was
fatal. We sat quietly and discussed the event.
The shot didn’t spook the elk in the least and the herd bull kept calling frequently.
Several cows meandered and fed through the shooting lane, eventually followed
by the bull. Despite being given several more shot opportunities, we dared not
let Robin shoot again until we had searched for evidence. We didn’t want to
spook the herd, so sat still as nearly a dozen elk ambled on the hillside above us
within 100-yards.
After the herd had moved on, we quietly packed up and ascended the hill to
search for clues. As we crested the hill we discovered that the bull was still
within view and he locked onto us as we froze. The wind was blowing right
toward him and he galloped off, taking the herd thundering with him. As is often
typical, from the approximate location it was hard to determine if we were in the
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exact place where the cow had been so I went back down the hill and directed
Canyon and Robin.
We found a few drops of blood, but no elk. Canyon radioed for Paul and Gordon
to join us and we carefully followed and marked the sparse blood trail. Given the
lack of sign, I was secretly beginning to worry that, for whatever reason, Robin’s
shot had not been true. Paul and Gordon arrived and Paul helped us scour the
immediate area while Canyon and Gordon followed the tracks of the herd. For
our part, the blood trail fizzled within 100-yards. We circled and grid-searched,
but didn’t turn up any additional sign. Canyon and Gordon returned to report that
they had followed the stampeding elk tracks for over a mile with no sign of blood
or Robin’s cow. Drat, somehow things had gone awry. I was surprised at how
much higher we were than from where Robin had shot, and the only thing I could
surmise was that perhaps Robin hadn’t taken into account the need to adjust her
aim point much lower to hit the vitals, and had instead only grazed the cow high
on the back. We would never know, but based on our extensive search I was
confident that the cow had not been mortally hit, so talked it over with Robin and
made the call that it would be acceptable to continue hunting.
After the excitement and enthusiasm thinking Robin had gotten one, we found
ourselves a little tired, but split up to head back to the cabin. Paul, Robin and I
continued along the ridge to a known bedding area in case Robin’s elk had
separated from the herd and gone that way, while Gordon and Canyon dropped
straight down the ridge toward the cabin in case Robin’s elk had gone downhill.
Neither party turned up anything and we reached the cabin tired and ready for
lunch. Jake and Jason had seen some bulls within range, but oddly no cows
accompanied them.
After lunch we again chose to split up for our respective evening attempts. Robin
and I elected to head back near the spring where we had heard elk the night
before season, while Jason would take Jake to an old burn area that might
provide more opportunity to spot and stalk.
Our gracious hosts bade us farewell to head home in order to make it to work on
Monday.
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Unfortunately, neither party had any real action Sunday evening. At least Robin
was happy that I had packed animal cracker snacks to munch on while we waited
near the wet meadow. Although our area looked fantastic, no elk showed.
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The mood was pretty somber when we regrouped at the cabin, and our dinner
was Spartan compared to when Chef Paul was in the house.
Robin and I had planned to pack up and head for home so that she could make it
to school Monday. Jake and Jason had originally planned to stay for a few more
days, but Jake was losing steam: elk hunting is hard work.
As we finished up dinner Robin turned and said “Dad, we were so close. I really
hoped to get an elk.” I replied “I know kiddo, me too. You did great and we were
so close to making it happen. But you have school tomorrow. If I skipped work
every time I didn’t fill a tag I’d never go to work.” Robin thought about it for a little
while and then said “I really want to try one more time. Let’s hunt in the morning
and then head home.”
We don’t take missing school lightly, but I realized that if Robin wanted to hunt
that badly after two hard days in the field, I shouldn’t quench her youthful
enthusiasm. All too soon she would be older and school would become busier
and harder to sneak away from. A year from now, let alone 10-years from now I
doubt we’d look back and wish we hadn’t skipped that one day of school. “OK
kiddo, let’s do it!” I replied, “But you will need to make up for any missed
schoolwork”, to which she readily agreed.
Jason and Jake decided to do the same as us and give it one more try in the
morning, at which point we’d all pack up at midday and roll for home. We
decided to repeat the game plan from the day before: Robin and I would hike
from the cabin, while Jake and Jason would hit their favorite valley.
The next morning we ate a hasty breakfast and went our separate ways. Not 5minutes out of the cabin door Robin and I heard bugling from an entirely different
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direction than we had been planning to hike. We deliberated on this turn of
events and decided to go after them.
Navigating by headlamp, we arrived at the base of a slope that I estimated to be
less than 200-yards from what sounded like a herd bull and at least one satellite
bull that were carrying on and making quite a ruckus. We dared not move any
closer until it was light enough to see, as we didn’t want to scare them. While we
waited for the dawn, the bulls gave us quite a treat in the form of another
nighttime symphony. The herd bull’s throaty growl sounded like a lion at times,
while the satellite bull had a higher pitched melodic bugle.
I began glassing as soon as it was light enough to see in the dim pre-dawn and
we crept closer based on the sound of elk above us. Soon I glimpsed flashes of
tan as elk shifted through the timber within 50-100 yards. We donned our
earplugs and I extended the shooting sticks. We shadowed the herd, trying to
get Robin lined up for a shot, but each time an opportunity arose, the elk moved
before Robin could find them in her rifle scope. She later told me that several
times she saw the elk, but with only a partial view she wasn’t sure where to aim.
I commended her for waiting and told her I would never be upset with her for not
shooting. I told her it was always her decision and she should only shoot if she
was comfortable. We had Robin set up over half a dozen times during the
course of our hour-long sneak behind the herd. The bulls bugled often and it was
exciting, intense and the epitome of hunting at its finest!
Eventually one of the cows either saw or heard something she didn’t like and
stared our way. We froze, but the suspicious cow led the group out of sight,
although they weren’t overly spooked.
We sat down and took a short breather, ate a snack, drank some water and
chattered excitedly about the intensity of the morning. I looked at my GPS and
informed Robin that I suspected the herd had moved to the top of a knob ahead
of us to bed on the shady side. I told her that we could try to stalk them, but
when bedded, the odds are in definitely favor of the animal, as they have nothing
to do but stare and listen intently, while we have to keep quiet and spot them
before they spot us. She said that she was ready and we set off up the hill to
look for them.
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I did my best to glass as we crept along. For those of you who aren’t familiar
with binoculars, due to the focusing mechanism, they have the ability to help one
see “through” or “beyond” nearby brush and trees and are a great asset in
helping to spot animals even at very close ranges. In fact I believe that binos
should be used even more in thick vegetation and close ranges than wide open
areas. Try it sometime if you’ve never used your binos in this fashion.
As we approached the crest of the knob I slowed even further and upped the
intensity of my glassing. Despite our best efforts I was surprised by a cow
staring at us no more than 40-yards away. We froze as I assessed the situation.
All I could see was her head; there was no shot opportunity. I hoped that we had
stopped quickly enough that she might lose interest, but as I stood still Robin
began to slowly slump to the ground, which only served to keep the cow’s
attention focused on us. Knowing it was probably a losing battle, I slowly readied
the shooting sticks and whispered to Robin that we she might have a chance if
the cow stood up. As I urged her to move into place, the cow barked at us and
then thundered off with the herd. Drat; so close yet again. Stalking within
archery range of a bedded herd of elk is no small feat, so even though we had
failed to get a shot, simply getting that close in the first place had been a huge
success, which I relayed to Robin.
The bull hadn’t seen us and may have thought a rival bull had been the cause of
disturbance, because he began to bugle, and then two other bulls chorused from
the woods on either side of the main herd. We could hear branches breaking
and antlers thumping on trees as the herd rocketed downhill from the knob. In
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my heart I knew the futility of actually catching up to them, but it was late morning
and they were the only elk up and moving. I was certain that any other elk would
be bedded by this time and stalking within range of a bedded herd without having
any idea where they are is an exercise in futility.
I grabbed Robin’s hand and told her not to worry about noise as we hustled along
the obvious hoof prints churned into the earth. Soon we reached a lower saddle
and noted that the elk tracks continued up the other hillside, with no indication
that their pace had slowed. As if to drive home the point, we heard a lone bugle
far up the next ridge.
We sat down and I explained to Robin that with their head start, it was unlikely
that we would be able to catch the herd. By now it was midmorning and based
on their habits, most elk would be bedded and extremely difficult to locate. Yet
we agreed; our morning had been exciting and a tremendous success - well
worth staying for.
We ate a snack and weighed our options.

I suggested that as a long shot we could follow what appeared to be an old
logging road onto the ridge ahead of us, and then walk the ridge back toward the
cabin on the off chance we might find come across some bedded elk. Robin
agreed, chiming in “You never know, with God all things are possible”. Amen,
kiddo.
Right off the bat we came across a heavily-used elk wallow. If only we had
known about it a few days earlier it would have served as a likely ambush
location. I marked it on the GPS to file away for future years and we continued.
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At the top of the ridge we began easing back toward the now-distant cabin. A
faint bugle drifted from somewhere far behind us. I pointed back toward it and
took a few more steps towards the cabin.
Robin blurted out “Dad, what are we doing?”
Having no idea what she was talking about, I replied “What do you mean? We’re
looping back to the cabin.” To which she queried “Aren’t we going to go after
them?!”
Hmm, this was an interesting turn of events. We had already hiked more than
one mountain-mile from the cabin. I guessed the bugle had originated another
half mile beyond from us. However, my GPS showed some forest service roads
that we could reach drop to that were closer than the cabin. I explained to Robin
that the elk were surely bedded down and reiterated that we had just seen how
difficult it is to stalk bedded elk.
Robin responded “Well, we don’t have anything better to try, and we still have a
couple of hours before we need to leave, right?” Dang, I couldn’t have said it
better myself!
We turned and began traveling in the direction of that lone bugle. As we hiked,
the bull let out just enough sporadic notes to help us pinpoint the stand of timber
where he was laid up waiting out the heat of the day. We checked the wind with
a bottle of powder I kept in my pocket and knew our approach was from the right
direction.
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I gave Robin a brief pep talk about things like moving silently and slowly,
stopping whenever I stopped, watching where she set her foot down, etc. Then
we donned our earplugs (ones that allow hearing, but automatically deaden the
sound of a gunshot), extended the shooting sticks for quick action, jacked a shell
into the chamber and double-check the safety. Then I led Robin into the stand of
timber. I scanned constantly with my binos as we crept ahead one step at a
time. With each step we knew we were drawing closer to her quarry,
emphasizing the need for silence and slow movements. After gaining a hundred
yards or so I knew we had to be close, but still hadn’t picked out any sign of elk in
the thick timber. It is uncanny how an animal as large as an elk can be so
difficult to spot.
Suddenly the bull burst to his feet just 30-paces ahead! He had been bedded
behind three large trees and despite our proximity had been invisible despite my
diligence. We froze in mid-stride and I reached one hand behind me to tightly
grab Robin’s for stability and to encourage her to remain motionless.
The same trees that had shielded the bull now obscured his view of us: it was a
standoff. The bull thought he had heard something amiss and we dared not
move or make any further sound until he relaxed and lost interest in us. Having
been in this type of situation before, I knew we were in for a long challenge and
wondered if Robin would be up for it.
After several minutes the bull took one step, which put his head behind one of
the large trunks. That gave us an opportunity to shift our weight and allowed
Robin to scoot beside me so that she could see the bull. His side, rump and one
antler were plainly in view, well within archery range. I motioned for Robin to
hold still and whispered in her ear that it was imperative that we remain silent and
motionless.
After a full fifteen minutes, during which we didn’t move a muscle, the bull
decided it was time to double-check his hearing and began slowly circling
downwind of us. It was thrilling to watch this majestic, powerful beast at such
close range, and a blessing to experience. I eased out my camera and captured
it all on video. Sure enough as he approached our scent stream he stiffened and
his body language indicated the jig was up. He turned slowly and walked away
stiff-legged. Whew, we could finally relax! Robin turned to me, eyes wide, and
whispered “That was SO cool!”
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At that moment I knew that she “got it”. Yes, it had been beyond “cool”. It wasn’t
even an animal that her tag was valid for, yet the experience had blown away
anything that could be provided by television, video games or today’s electronic,
fast-paced world. We had pitted ourselves against arguably the ultimate beast
and come out on top. Although as hunters our end goal is to put meat in the
freezer, hunting is so much more than simply pulling the trigger or launching an
arrow: immersing oneself in the out of doors, unplugging from the modern world,
and pitting our skills against animals who are finely tuned to their environment
24-7 are all a big part of the overall experience.
We removed our earplugs, stowed the shooting sticks and whispered excitedly. I
told Robin that very few adults could have stalked within archery range of a
bedded bull like that and it was a huge accomplishment. We had done
everything right and if it had been a cow she would have filled her tag. I
lamented that that this bull apparently didn’t have any cows with him and we’d be
heading home empty-handed. Robin had numerous opportunities, action and
intensity, she had been able to hear bugle after bugle and see elk at close range.
Robin’s hunt had been a resounding success in every way imaginable and we
couldn’t have hoped for anything more.
I again congratulated Robin for having stalked within 30-yards without spooking
him. She wrinkled her brow and asked “30? It looked more like 100?!” “NO,
kiddo, we were right on top of that bull; let’s pace off the distance to check.”
We quietly stepped off the distance and at just over 30-paces and only a few
steps from the bull’s bed, we were jolted to a halt by a thundering explosion
another 40-50 yards ahead: a cow had launched from her bed and dove off the
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edge of the small bench we were on. DRAT! I mentally kicked myself: we had
just blown it - cows were here all along!
Suddenly another cow jumped to her feet and stared our way. We had frozen
when the first cow moved, so this cow didn’t know what had disturbed the first.
The cow was broadside and offered a perfect close-range shot; however, I knew
we only had a brief window of opportunity before she too would bolt. With little
time and her gaze fixed our way, there was no way I could get the shooting sticks
set up without excessive movement. The first step was to carefully ease the rifle
off of my shoulder and get it into Robin’s hands. So far, so good. At such close
range I knew Robin didn’t need to be all that accurate: perhaps she could shoot
offhand. I whispered for her to try a shot; however, it was immediately apparent
that despite her rifle being a lightweight youth model, she could not hold it
steady. The cow continued to stare, but hadn’t moved. My mind raced for a
solution: how could we pull a last-minute rabbit out of the hat?
A small tree to our right offered the answer. I grabbed the front of Robin’s rifle
with one hand and her britches with the other and slooowly eased sideways a
few feet. I then grabbed the tree and rested the rifle stock on my wrist, providing
a solid front support. Instantly Robin lined up and fired! The cow dove off the
bench and out of our sight.
We turned to each other incredulously. “You got a shot kiddo, how did it feel,
were you steady and lined up?”
“I think it was good, dad. But you forgot our earplugs.” Yeah, there wasn’t time
and I knew it. I was just happy that Robin hadn’t tried to debate that point
beforehand and had taken the shot so promptly. I went on to explain that a shot
or two without earplugs didn’t pose much threat of long-term hearing damage
and that when I was growing up we never wore earplugs for hunting.
No other elk appeared, so we carefully picked our way through the timber and
deadfall to begin our search from the cow’s bedding location. On our way, a
uniquely shaped stick caught my eye and I picked it up to show to Robin, and
then tucked it into my pocket. I wasn’t sure if it related to the hunt, but regardless
it was a wonderful sign.
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Because she had charged downhill, the deep, heavy tracks were obvious and
easy to locate. We had followed them for only a dozen yards before I glanced
ahead and saw her cow at the base of the slope less than 50-yards away. She
was on the ground but her head was still up. I stopped and pointed her out to
Robin. Having learned on her recent pronghorn hunt how far even a mortally
wounded animal can travel, we immediately sat down and I got Robin set on the
shooting sticks (with earplugs!). I assured her that her shot had been true;
otherwise the cow would have been long gone. We could only see her head and
rump, so from a follow-up shot from our position was not possible. I went on to
instruct Robin to stay alert and if the cow were to stand up, to take any shot;
even a marginal one not normally suitable on an unwounded animal.
I carefully studied the cow through my binos, but was unable to see the location
of Robin’s hit since her body was obscured by trees. Thankfully my advice to
Robin became moot almost immediately, as the cow tilted her head back, kicked
her legs a couple of times and lay still. We waited a few more minutes before
approaching, but the time was not necessary: Robin had just killed her first elk!
The cow was so big that I initially thought it might be a bull that hadn’t sprouted
antlers for whatever reason (no matter, as Robin’s tag was for any antlerless elk)
but it was indeed a female, and HUGE.
Now the satisfying work would begin. Knowing that we needed to get the meat
cool as quickly as possible, and gauging the position of the sun (nearly high
noon) I recognized that if we could drag her just a few yards downhill we would
be able to work in the shade for the remainder of the afternoon. I grabbed one
front leg while Robin pushed and we barely managed to scoot the big animal
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downhill into the shade of a large pine tree; it would have been impossible had
she fallen on flat ground.
We snapped photos and admired Robin’s trophy. Her hide was thick, luxurious
and unblemished; Robin said it looked like she had just come from a beauty
salon. The one notable exception was a healed slice in one ear. Robin
fantasized that the old gal must have received the injury while defending one of
her babies from a mountain lion or wolf in years past, and most certainly had
been a good mother. Her teeth were worn halfway down and her ivories
(interesting teeth in the upper front part of the jaw, unique to elk and prized as
trophies to Native Americans and early settlers) only extended 1/8” above the
gumline; usually the ivories protrude nearly ½”, so this gal most certainly had
raised and protected many, many calves over the years. Elk can live beyond 20years in the wild and Robin started imagining how many elk this cow may have
been responsible for, considering that her calves had grown up to have their own
young, and so on. It is no exaggeration to believe that this elk may have
contributed hundreds of elk to the area!

I powered up my smart-phone activated SPOT to text Laurie the big news of
Robin’s success via satellite. I was surprised to receive a couple of text
messages: evidently we had gained enough elevation or arrived in an isolated
area with cell service; nowhere else during our hunt had my phone shown any
bars. I quickly called and relayed instructions for her to call Paul’s cabin to reach
Jason, whom I knew would return for lunch. I identified GPS coordinates for a
point along the nearest road we would head for and that it would be after 2pm
before we could get there. I shot Paul a text message with the same instructions,
and with that we dove into the task of butchering.
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Elk hides aren’t particularly useful for rugs or whatnot, due to the hollow, brittle
hair; however, my taxidermist friend has a dream of creating a full-scale diorama
of an elk herd. He told me that if we were able to save the entire hide, he would
put it to good use. I explained this to Robin, along with the fact that it would
entail a lot more time and effort to butcher the animal and save the hide, not to
mention the extra weight to be carried out of the woods. She implored me to
save it, saying that she couldn’t bear to let the beautiful hide go to waste.
The first thing to do was notch Robin’s tag and be sure her paperwork was in
order. When we pulled out her tag, we realized that she hadn’t signed it. Having
no pen on hand, Robin asked what we could do. I told her to get a small stick
and use some blood for ink: she did so and proudly stated that now anyone who
checked her tag would know that she really had killed an elk!

We donned rubber gloves and dove into the task of breaking down the 500-plus
pound animal into manageable cuts of meat. Anytime I am more than a short
distance from a road, which is nearly 100% of the time, I debone the meat so as
to avoid carrying any unnecessary weight. Although smaller animals such as
deer can be cut up single-handedly, it really helps to have a second set of hands
when working on larger animals like elk. Robin didn’t have the strength of an
adult, but dove in with gusto. I’d work on the skinning and then ask her to hold a
leg bone while I worked to detach a quarter from the body. It was hard work, but
Robin contributed greatly.
As each cut of meat was removed, we placed it into game bags and laid it in the
shade to cool. Quality table fare begins with good meat care in the field, and
cooling is arguably the number one step to ensure delicious venison.
Saving the hide in one piece is akin to peeling it off inside out, with only a single
cut from the base of the skull to the base of the tail along the backbone; avoiding
all extra slices in the hide that would require the taxidermist to sew it back
together, and Frankenstein-esque stitching on a finished piece of taxidermy art.
As you can imagine, there isn’t a lot of slack in an animal’s hide, so what begins
smoothly soon becomes a royal pain. Especially when taking into account the
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number one goal of keeping the meat clean and keeping it from rolling around in
the dirt during the process. By the time we approached the halfway mark I was
getting frustrated, hot and tired. Additionally 2pm had come and gone and I
knew Jason would be waiting for us. I suggested that perhaps we should throw
in the towel and forget saving the hide. By slicing off the hide to be abandoned,
the skinning and butchering process is substantially easier. “Besides” I told her,
“I may not even be able to carry it out.” Robin nearly cried “No, daddy, we have
to save this beautiful hide. If it’s too heavy for you, I’ll carry it out!” I knew that it
would be impossible for Robin to carry the hide, which might weigh 50-pounds or
so, but given her determination, how could I abandon our goal?
We made steady progress and triumphantly removed the last piece of meat, then
spread the hide flat in the shade to cool also.
It was nearly 3pm as we loaded my pack full of meat. Robin volunteered to carry
as much as she could, so I detached the large top pocket section of my pack and
turned it into a backpack for her, into which we loaded binoculars, camera and
other odds and ends. We lashed my jacket to the little pack and she slung her
rifle over her shoulder. With a grunt I dragged myself upright and we began our
hike toward the road. My load was heavy, but I’d carried worse. I’ve weighed
several pack loads in the past and guessed this one to be about 80-pounds or
so; not easy, but certainly doable.
Just before 4pm we broke out of the timber and could see the road; however,
Jason’s truck was disappearing in the distance. Knowing that he was likely
roving in case we popped out at a different spot than where I had predicted, I told
Robin that if we reached the road, we could count on Jason to return at some
point. Sure enough, not 15-minutes later, Jason and Jake returned.
We piled the first load into his truck and arrived at the cabin, where my truck was
parked, about 5pm. Jason immediately suggested that we leave the kids to rest
while he made a fast trip with me to retrieve the remainder, saying he wanted to
get Jake out for an evening hunt. Apparently after Jake found out Robin killed an
elk, he realized it was actually possible and proclaimed to his dad that he was
ready to hunt until Wednesday if necessary!
Realizing that to be effective that evening, they needed to get going right then, I
told them that they had already done their part by waiting for us and getting us to
my truck; we could take care of the rest and wouldn’t hold them up any further.
Jason told us where they planned to hunt and he already knew where we would
be. We encouraged Jake that he could do it, and sent them on their way. After a
short rest, a refuel of Hydration and Energy for me and a snack for Robin, we too
headed out.
We had hoped that a road that didn’t show up on my GPS would get us closer to
Robin’s elk, but it petered out and left us with about the same length hike as our
original route. At least the bulk of our hike would be along an abandoned logging
road and relatively smooth and easy.
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We parked the truck and were immediately greeted by a bugling bull partway up
the ridge, just a few hundred yards away. Not too long afterward, I spotted a cow
about 100-yards ahead as we hiked up a beautiful grassy meadow. Somehow
they can tell whether you have a tag in your pocket, because she stood fully
broadside with her head obscured behind a tree trunk. We enjoyed seeing her,
but lamented that Jake could have gotten an elk if they had come along. Soon
the cow moved off and we continued our hike, only to spot 3-more cows farther
up the valley. Once again, it would have been an easy shot for Jake. We waited
until they meandered off so as not to spook them, planning to send Jake and
Jason to this area the next day. Shortly thereafter we bumped another halfdozen elk - this was definitely the place to send them!
We reached Robin’s elk just before dark and donned our headlamps. I stuffed
my pack full of meat and we again filled Robin’s small pack with sundries. I
rolled the elk hide into a bundle and to my chagrin it was every bit as big as my
full backpack! Granted the density of an elk hide is less than solid meat, but aye
caramba, this load was going to be tough. I wrestled the hide into a contractor’s
garbage bag and began lashing it into my pack’s meat shelf. It was like strapping
on a rubber raft; its shapeless form flopped and slipped and fought me every step
of the way. I finally cinched everything down and stepped back to view my
handiwork.
“Let’s pray that I can lift this, kiddo.” I quipped, “Otherwise we’ll have to make two
trips and it will be a really late night.” A bull bugled somewhere in the dim light
and despite the chore ahead of us, we couldn’t help but smile.
I sat down and strapped myself into the pack, but after rolling around on the
ground for a short time I realized it would be impossible to get to my feet. I
unhitched and dragged my pack to a nearby stump that sat a couple of feet off
the ground. It was all I could do to heave and roll it to the top of the log, but once
there I was able to sit it upright and strap myself in. But I was unable to lean far
enough forward to get my feet underneath me. “Pull my hands as hard as you
can.” I implored Robin, “Heave, pull, ugghhh!” and with that I was on my feet.
“Quick, hand me my hiking poles”, which I needed for balance and stability and to
distribute the weight from my legs. I’ve carried heavy loads before, but this was
by far the heaviest I’ve every hauled. I didn’t weigh it afterward, but considering
the meat was about 80-pounds and the hide was over 40 it had to be over 120pounds; maybe closer to 130. I weigh 160, so taking into account the weight of
my pack, clothing, boots, etc. I was approaching a 1:1 ratio…ouch.
The first 100-yards were sharply uphill and for a time I wasn’t sure I could make
it. But with each step, I drew closer to the top and from there I knew the rest of
the trek would all be downhill. I couldn’t do anything but focus on each step and
keeping my balance. For perhaps the first time, Robin was entirely on her own to
keep the pace and watch her own footing. I told her to lead and pick out the best
route. In addition I told her to keep an eye out for every stump or log between 2
and 3-feet tall as I’d take advantage of every single rest I could; and that I didn’t
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care if it was only 50-yards from the previous, I wouldn’t pass up any break! We
probably averaged 200-yards between stops. At each seating I let the weight of
the pack rest on the log and tried to allow my screaming legs and hips to recover.
Wanting to get the pain over as quickly as possible, I kept my hiking pace high
and my rest stops short.
During one stop we turned out our lights to gaze in awe at the stars. A bugle
ripped out of the darkness, less than 100-yards away. Wow! Talk about cool.
No way all this came about by random chance.
I had been eyeing the distance to the truck on my GPS every once in a while,
and we had been steadily dropping from our initial 0.7 miles as the crow flies.
Finally we reached to 0.3 miles. My legs were starting to give out and I
considered jettisoning half the load and making a return trip. I told Robin that I’d
give it one more shot and if we could make it a tenth of a mile before I needed
another break, we’d keep pushing to the truck in one load. We stumbled across
a perfect log not 150-yards away and I quickly took the rest stop. “This one
doesn’t count” I chuckled.
We kept pushing and I finally lifted my headlight to reveal something shining back
at us. “Look at that, kiddo!” It was my truck license plate; we were nearly there.
“Get there ahead of me and open the tailgate so that I can sit down” I barked.
She ran ahead and did just that. “Thank you Lord!” I exclaimed as the load
dropped into the truck: we had done it.
The drive back to the cabin was sweet and we were on cloud nine with Robin’s
success and knowing that our work was over. But when we pulled into the
driveway Jason’s truck was nowhere to be seen. It was 8:30 and nearly an hour
after dark. “This may be a good sign, kiddo.” I smiled. “But let’s go inside and
see if they show up.” Our original plan had been to hit the road for home in order
to get Robin back for school Tuesday. I unloaded the meat and spread the bags
in my cooler with ice packs. Then I whipped up some dinner and we refueled.
Jason and Jake still hadn’t returned.
We dared not leave without making sure they were safe. “We better go and look
for them”, I announced. We jumped in my truck and drove to where Jason had
parked, but they were not at the truck. We continued a little way up the road just
in case they had hiked the same loop as Jason & I did while scouting, which
ended farther up the road, but didn’t see them.
“Well, kiddo, we’re going to have to hike. Grab your headlight.” Robin is a
trooper and didn’t even hesitate. “Let’s go!” she said.
It was nearly 10pm and here we were heading into the dark woods. I daresay
very few 10-year olds, let alone 10-year-old girls, would be as enthused as
Robin. I wasn’t sure if we would find them, it is after all, a huge forest and they
could have chased elk anywhere. I planned to look down the one canyon where
they might logically be, and head back to the truck if we didn’t find them.
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Nearing the point where I had planned on turning back, I glanced to our right and
saw a light. At the same time Jason let out a whoop! We hurried over to check
on them. Sure enough, Jake had killed a cow that evening just before dark! We
were thrilled for his success and congratulated him heartily.
They quickly told their story: the night prior they had seen a bull in this side
drainage, so they had set up in the cover of a tree and waited. At last shooting
light a cow had dropped into view and Jake had put a successful stamp on his
first hunt with two well placed shots from his own .243. How often do two kids
notch their tags within 8-hours of each other, both of them “undergunned” with
small but capable .243 caliber rifles?!
Jake had just awoken from an exhaustion-driven slumber and it was a little chilly.
I noted that the butchering of Jake’s cow was only halfway finished and it was
10:30. Knowing that we would be awhile, I made a small but cozy fire and got
the kids settled and comfortable. Within minutes they were happily chatting and
exchanging details about their hunts. Robin was thrust into the in the role of the
more-experienced “big kid” who had had come to help our friends in need. I think
she matured a bit that night, which I found both satisfying and a tad melancholy.
“OK Jason, let’s knock this thing out” I encouraged. Like the well-oiled
butchering team that we have become over the years, we made relatively short
work of the remainder.
We split the meat between our packs and loaded Robin’s little pack with as much
extra gear as possible. We snuffed out the fire, shouldered our packs and then
Jake slung his rifle over his shoulder and we lit out for the trucks. Thanks, Jake,
for arranging the entire pack to the trucks uphill, LOL. We made the trek with
only a few rest stops and rolled into the cabin driveway at 12:30am Tuesday
morning. On our drive Robin proudly proclaimed “Dad, it’s because of me that
Jake got his elk. Think about it; they were ready to call it quits and head for
home, but because I got an elk, it encouraged Jake to keep trying!” Not to steal
any of Jake’s thunder, but there’s no doubt that loving encouragement from other
members of the team can be a wonderful, powerful thing.
Given that it was a 4-hour drive home, we would not be making it to school on
Tuesday either. Ah well, I’m sure none of us would look back someday and wish
we had called it quits sooner.
Thanks to Robin’s perseverance, and all things that are possible with God, we
ended up with exactly 175-pounds of lean, healthy, organic meat in the freezer,
which will last our family for many months, plus allow us to share the bounty with
friends and family.
I couldn’t have scripted Robin’s first elk hunt any better; it was an adventure that
we will never forget. On this trip Robin made a big step toward becoming a
skilled hunter in her own right. I can’t wait to see what’s in store for us in the
years ahead.
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We hope Robin’s story will help motivate, and encourage other kids (and adults)
that all things are possible!
Congratulations again, kiddo, I love you.
Daddy
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